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In his Tagebuch 1946–1949, Max Frisch records his first visit to
Hamburg in November 1948. From his vantage point of Swiss neu-
trality and confronted with the ruined city, he muses on one of the
fundamental moral problems thrown up by the recent horrors of the
Third Reich: 

Zu den entscheidenden Erfahrungen, die unsere Generation,
geboren in diesem Jahrhundert, aber erzogen noch im Geiste
des vorigen, besonders während des zweiten Weltkrieges hat
machen können, gehört wohl die, daß Menschen, die voll sind
von jener Kultur, Kenner, die sich mit Geist und Inbrunst
unterhalten können über Bach, Händel, Mozart, Beethoven,
Bruckner, ohne weiteres auch als Schlächter auftreten können;
beides in gleicher Person. Nennen wir es, was diese
Menschenart auszeichnet, eine ästhetische Kultur.1
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1 ‘One of the most decisive experiences—especially during the Second World
War—of our generation, born in this century but still educated in the spirit
of the last, has probably been the fact that individuals who are imbued with
that culture, connoisseurs who can discuss Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven,
Bruckner with intelligence and fervour, can emerge without further ado as
butchers, the very same people. Let us call what characterizes this type of
human being an aesthetic culture.’ Trans. by Michael Butler.

‘MORALISCHE SCHIZOPHRENIE’
GERMANISTS AND THE THIRD REICH

by Michael Butler



By ‘aesthetic culture’ Frisch means culture divorced from morality
and politics, that is to say, a culture which operates in a hermetically
sealed ‘higher’ sphere with little or no contact with the exigencies of
day-to-day existence. Frisch dubs this fatal disjunction ‘Kultur als
moralische Schizophrenie’; he goes on:

Wie oft, wenn wir einmal mehr von Deutschland sprechen,
kommt einer mit Goethe, Stifter, Hölderlin und allen andern,
die Deutschland hervorgebracht hat, und zwar in diesem Sinn:
Genie als Alibi—.2

A year later, the Nazi nightmare seemingly forgotten, university
Germanists throughout Germany celebrated the bicentenary of
Goethe’s birth in speeches and lectures that illustrated precisely the
‘moralische Schizophrenie’ that Frisch had noted. Their praise of
Goethe’s work as the embodiment of timeless values dismayed at least
one returning émigré, Richard Alewyn. Dismissed from his Heidel-
berg chair in 1933, Alewyn had been one of the first victims of the
‘Gesetz zur Wiederherstellung des deutschen Berufsbeamtentums’,
passed in April of that year. This law, the first act of discrimination in
what was rapidly to become an infamous series, had excluded him on
account of his Jewish grandmother. Not surprisingly, the blithe cele-
bration of Goethe’s genius, perpetrated by many of the same
Germanists who had actively collaborated or at least found an accom-
modation with the Nazi regime, struck Alewyn as deeply and danger-
ously dishonest. In a lecture entitled memorably, ‘Zwischen uns und
Weimar liegt Buchenwald’, he echoed Frisch’s insight, rejecting any
attempt to divorce aesthetic concerns from their contemporary context:
‘There is only Goethe and Hitler, humanity and bestiality. There can-
not, at least for the generations alive today, be two Germanys.’3
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2 ‘How often, when the conversation turns once again to Germany, does
someone trot out Goethe, Stifter, Hölderlin, and all the others Germany has
produced, precisely in the sense of “genius as alibi”.’ Trans. by Michael
Butler. Both quotations from Max Frisch, Tagebuch 1946–1949 (Frankfurt am
Main, 1950), p. 326.
3 Quoted in Jens Malte Fischer, ‘ “Zwischen uns und Weimar liegt Buchen-
wald”: Germanisten im Dritten Reich’, Merkur 41/1 (January 1987), pp.
12–25, at p. 25. See also Alewyn’s essay ‘Goethe als Alibi’, Hamburger
Akademische Rundschau, 1948/49, pp. 685–7.



Such warnings were not heeded. Given the urgent need to main-
tain the university system, it was inevitable that a high degree of per-
sonal continuity occurred. The established professoriate and the
younger generation who had launched their professorial careers in
the Third Reich by and large kept their posts or were restored to them
after a brief process of denazification. Not surprisingly, very few of
these individuals were interested in an honest reckoning with their
own immediate pasts. A telling example of how unpleasant facts
were swept under the carpet can be seen in the obituary for Hans
Pyritz, published in 1958 in Euphorion, the literary–historical period-
ical he had helped to re-establish after the war. Readers are told how
Pyritz never got over the blow of being ‘unexpectedly’ removed from
his Berlin chair by the ‘sentence arbitrarily imposed by the authori-
ties in the Eastern zone who, although he had duly gone through a
rehabilitation process, excluded him from the university for eighteen
months’.4 Perhaps influenced by the Cold War, the writer presum-
ably deemed Pyritz’s membership of the SA from 1933 to 1937, of the
NSDAP from 1941 to 1944, and his work for the ‘Amt Rosenberg’ too
insignificant to mention.5 The obituary records without any sense of
irony that Pyritz died embittered that ‘the high calling of the intel-
lectual is not fully recognized in the present’; he had gloomily
believed ‘that unless the form of culture that he [Pyritz] represented
continued to exist, the earthly kingdom of our whole culture and
thus our life must wither, and that the decline of the humanities pre-
saged downfall and destruction (Untergang)’.6 How this threatened
‘Untergang’ differed from the actual Nazi version is not discussed.

In such an atmosphere of moral myopia isolated attempts to ques-
tion the Germanists’ complicity with the Third Reich, such as Rudolf
Walter Leonhardt’s Der Sündenfall der deutschen Germanistik (1959),
found little echo. The long overdue reckoning had to wait until the
famous 1966 Germanistentag in Munich at which the younger genera-
tion—not without some risk to their own careers—at last tried to per-
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4 Ulrich Pretzel, ‘Zum Andenken an Hans Pyritz’, Euphorion, 52 (1958), pp.
440–54, at p. 441.
5 The full title of Rosenberg’s organization was ‘Amt für die Überwachung
der gesamten geistigen und weltanschaulichen Schulung und Erziehung der
NSDAP’.
6 Pretzel, ‘Zum Andenken an Hans Pyritz’, p. 454.



suade the older generation to examine critically their discipline and
its involvement with National Socialism. This tardy and—for those
Germanists who had been prominent in the Third Reich—highly
reluctant process of self-reflection was hardly unprecedented in the
early years of the Federal Republic. The widespread conspiracy of
silence among the participants in Hitler’s regime, whether they were
enthusiasts, opportunists, or merely timid fellow-travellers, goes a
long way to explain the belligerence of the generational conflict
unleashed by the Student Movement in 1968, one of whose principal
targets was precisely the autocratic power of the traditional Ordinari-
enuniversität. The Eichmann Trial in Jerusalem, the Frankfurt Ausch-
witz Trials of 1963/65, and the election of the ex-Nazi Party member
Kurt Georg Kiesinger as Chancellor in 1966 ensured that the long
suppressed past would erupt into the present with even greater
force.

Over the last two decades, however, a mass of research has exam-
ined every facet of the Third Reich, not excluding the role of the uni-
versities in general and the role of Germanistik in particular.7 In the
latter field systematic work began in 1972 with the setting up of the
‘Arbeitsstelle für die Erforschung der Geschichte der Germanistik’ in
the Deutsches Literaturarchiv in Marbach, and intensified under the
directorship of Christoph König after his arrival in 1986. The Interna-
tionales Germanistenlexikon 1800–1950 is the product of seven years’
work by König and his team, who have drawn on the expertise of a
large number of advisers and correspondents across the world. The
result is an exemplary compendium, listing ‘Biogramme’ of 1,400
Germanists from 44 countries (a further 114 are included in the CD-
ROM version). The start date of 1800 was determined by the first
signs of the discipline’s institutionalization, the cut-off point by the
loss of a central focus as German studies began to fragment, with the
FRG, GDR, and Austria going their own way, and the international
dimension of the subject rapidly expanding. Some 12,000 German-
ists—defined as individuals dedicated to the study of the German
language and literature—were considered. These were whittled down
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7 See, in particular, Jost Hermand’s indispensable Geschichte der Germanistik
(Reinbek bei Hamburg, 1994), and the Marbach Arbeitsstelle’s publication
Zeitenwechsel: Germanistische Literaturwissenschaft vor und nach 1945, ed. by
Wilfried Barner and Christoph König (Frankfurt am Main, 1996).



by applying criteria based on the significance of their publications and
of the institutions within which they worked, checked against the lat-
est research on the history of the discipline. Special care was taken to
include scholars independent of the universities, as well as disadvan-
taged or suppressed ‘outsiders’, such as women and Jewish intellec-
tuals. Not surprisingly, given the development of the discipline, one
third of the Lexikon is devoted to the twentieth century. Germany nat-
urally provides the bulk of the entries with 691 listings, followed by
the USA with 188, and the United Kingdom with 38.

The British representatives are a richly varied group. One inter-
esting entry is that of Adolphus Bernays. Born in 1794 of Jewish par-
ents—though he himself converted to Christianity—Bernays emi-
grated in 1816 from Mainz, took English citizenship, and in 1831 was
appointed to the first chair of German Language and Literature at
King’s College London (KCL), a post he held for thirty-two years. He
was succeeded by Karl Adolf Buchheim who had taken part in the
1848 revolution in Vienna. Hunted by the police, he led a refugee
existence in Leipzig, Zurich, Brussels, and Paris before immigrating
to England in 1852. He held the KCL chair from 1863 until his death
in 1900. Such men remind us of the contribution made by native
Germans to the early development of British German studies. In-
deed, Buchheim can be seen as an honourable precursor of those
refugees from Nazism—among them, Erich Heller, Charlotte Jolles,
Hans Reiss, Karl Heinz Spalt (alias Keith Spalding), Peter Stern, and
Siegbert Prawer—who helped to shape the discipline after the
Second World War.8 Of the formidably gifted pre-war generation, the
redoubtable Eliza Butler stands out if only for the distinction of hav-
ing her controversial study of German classicism, The Tyranny of
Greece over Germany (1935), promptly banned by the Nazis. 

The pre-publication furore over the Lexikon in the late autumn of
2003—which unhappily obscured the impressive historical range of
the work—was not due to arguments about who was in and who was
out, but concentrated on the biographical data assembled on Ger-
manists active in the Third Reich. During a routine check for party
affiliations, including a search of the membership records of the
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8 Unhappily, Keith Spalding is omitted from the Lexikon. Siegbert Prawer just
missed inclusion presumably because his first major publication, German
Lyric Poetry, dates from 1952.



NSDAP, lodged in the Bundesarchiv in Berlin, four-fifths of which are
still extant, König and his colleagues were astonished to discover that
the vast majority had much closer contacts with the regime than pre-
viously thought. Some cases, of course, were already well known.
The most notorious example was Hans Schwerte, who assumed a
false identity after the war and rose to be vice-chancellor of Aachen
University in the 1970s. Until his exposure in 1995 by a Dutch jour-
nalist as SS-Hauptsturmführer Hans Schneider—supposed killed in
action in 1945—his astonishing mendacity had successfully ex-
punged all traces of his prominent role in Nazi cultural politics. In
1947 he had even remarried his wife and adopted his own children.
More recently, the general public had been sensitized to similar scan-
dals, not only by the constant unmasking of Stasi collaborators, but
also by the revelation in September 2003 that Martin Broszat, the dis-
tinguished Director of the Munich Institut für Zeitgeschichte until his
death in 1989, had been a member of the NSDAP. Thus it was a sim-
ple matter for the German media to fabricate a controversy. Johannes
Saltzwedel’s article in Der Spiegel, ‘Von Goethe zu Hitler’,9 revealed
the fact that a number of highly respected scholars and intellectuals
were listed in the Lexikon as former members of the NSDAP. Three of
them, in particular, had played eminent roles in the development of
West German democracy and in the re-establishment of the study of
German social, political, and literary culture as a humane discipline:
Walter Höllerer, Walter Jens, and Peter Wapneski, the founding direc-
tor of the Institute of Advanced Study (Wissenschaftskolleg) in Berlin.

The Lexikon documents the fact that all three joined the NSDAP at
the age of eighteen or nineteen (Höllerer in 1941, Jens in 1942,
Wapneski in 1940). The dates are important, for they indicate the syn-
thetic quality of the media storm. Moral outrage may be a suitable
reaction when confronted with the Goethe specialist, Karl Justus
Obenauer, who gave his Inaugural Lecture in 1935 in Bonn in SS uni-
form, especially when we recall that it was Obenauer, as Dean of the
Arts Faculty, who wrote the infamous letter to Thomas Mann in 1936,
stripping him of his honorary doctorate.10 Moreover, Obenauer was
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9 Johannes Saltzwedel, ‘Von Goethe zu Hitler’, Der Spiegel, 24 November
2003, pp. 174–7.
10 Obenauer was eventually denazified in 1949 and, astonishingly, placed in
Category IV (‘nur als nominelles Parteimitglied zu werten’). However, he



born in 1888 and thus forty-five years old when he decided to cast his
lot in with the Nazis. His fanaticism cannot be compared with the
misguided enthusiasm of young men who were still children when
Hitler came to power. 

The controversy was fuelled, however, by the unfortunate reac-
tion of Höllerer and Jens who both flatly denied they had been mem-
bers of the NSDAP. Wapnewski claimed he could not remember, but
merely asked König to acknowledge that he had been accused of
demoralizing the armed forces (Wehrkraftzersetzung) in 1944. A note
to that effect duly appears in his entry. Jens tried bluster—he called
the whole matter ‘absurd and senseless’.11 For a man who had spent
over half a century courageously fighting against the expedient
amnesia of the older generation, this was an ill-judged response. It is
true that in all three cases the Marbach team found no trace of either
a signed application form nor any record of the Parteibuch being
issued, receipt of which alone confirmed constitutive membership.
However, before publication Christoph König sought legal advice on
the matter from Michael Buddrus, a Research Fellow at the Institut
für Zeitgeschichte. Buddrus’s opinion was unequivocal: it was not pos-
sible for a name to end up in the Party’s membership files if the indi-
vidual concerned had not personally submitted an application form. 

Although the fuss said more about the nature of the German
media than it did about the suppression of unwelcome memories, the
fact remains that nobody was forced to join the NSDAP. That so
many did so, and with such alacrity, was due to a multiplicity of fac-
tors, impinging in different ways and to varying degrees on each
individual. The central question that puzzled Max Frisch, as it still
puzzles us today, is how educated people could have welcomed the
infamous burning of the books (Bücherverbrennung) of 10 May 1933
and accepted the escalating violence towards their fellow Jewish cit-
izens—no matter how seductive the initial nationalistic fervour was
when Hitler seized power, and however anti-democratic and
deutschnational their sympathies had undoubtedly been before and
during the Weimar Republic. Instead, to their lasting shame, many
leading Germanists were prominent in support of their students’
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was not granted the title of ‘Emeritus’, but retired on full pension, backdat-
ed to 1945.
11 Quoted by Saltzwedel, ‘Von Goethe zu Hitler’, p. 175.



‘Aktion wider den undeutschen Geist’. For example, Hans Naumann
in Bonn and Gerhard Fricke in Göttingen, both recent recruits to the
NSDAP, gave appalling addresses at their respective events. Fricke
was particularly virulent in his rejection of Enlightenment values and
in his brutal attack on those writers to be consigned to the flames.12

The task of a truly ‘Deutschwissenschaft’, he declared in an essay of
1933, was clear: ‘Unfruitful, decaying, parasitical superficial layers
will be irresistibly ploughed under and melted down in the core of
the völkisch primal reality which was believed to have been extin-
guished, but which has broken out in a youthful glow. It is from this
reality, which was before us, is above us, and will be after us, that we
all draw our existence.’13

As is well known, the situation varied throughout the Reich,
marked as it was by competing and often mutually hostile authorities.
Attitudes that attracted no consequences in Cologne might not have
been tolerated in the more rabid Nazi atmosphere of, say, Danzig.
Indeed, we have evidence from Heinrich Böll that Nazi control in his
home town of Cologne was certainly not total. In his brief autobio-
graphical memoir covering the years 1933 to 1937, Was soll aus dem
Jungen bloß werden?, he records that he was one of three out of 200
pupils at this school who were never forced to participate in Baldur
von Schirach’s Staatsjugendtage nor to join the Hitler Youth. His head-
master’s disapproval was restricted to making the three tidy the school
library on the Saturdays when their peers were training for their future
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12 See Hans Reiss’s informative essay, ‘Geisteswissenschaften in the Third
Reich: Some Reflections’, German History, 21/1 (2003), pp. 86–103, at 91. Reiss
is sceptical about the genuineness of Fricke’s belated public apology for his
conduct during the Third Reich, delivered before students in 1965, the year
before he retired from his Cologne chair (ibid.). As an interesting example of
moral confusion, the Lexikon records that Naumann objected to the removal
of Thomas Mann’s honorary doctorate, three years after consigning his
works to the flames.
13 ‘Unfruchtbare, verwesende, schmarotzende Oberflächenschichten werden
unwiderstehlich hinuntergepflügt und eingeschmolzen in den erloschen
geglaubten, aber jugendlich glühend hervorgebrochenen Kern jener
völkischen Urwirklichkeit, aus der wir alle leben, die vor uns war, über uns
ist und nach uns sein wird.’ Quoted in Werner Helden, ‘Zwischen
“Gleichschaltung” und Kriegseinsatz: Positionen der Germanistik in der Zeit
des Faschismus’, Weimarer Beiträge, 33/11 (1987), pp. 1,865–81, at p. 1,867.



role as cannon fodder. Nevertheless, since their family joinery firm was
reliant on state commissions, even the anti-Nazi Böll family deemed it
commercially advisable in 1936 to select one of their members to join
the SA, if only nominally. The unfortunate victim, Böll’s older brother,
never forgave the family for this imposed indignity.14

Such personal anecdotes are instructive. They sketch out the pres-
sures to which ordinary people were subjected; at the same time they
indicate the small, but real spaces where integrity could be main-
tained. In the case of the universities, the pressure was perhaps
greater, but the spaces were still there. One distinguished professor
who stood his ground was Günther Müller at Münster. Although he
joined the National Socialist Lehrerbund in 1935, he was in constant
conflict with the authorities, both for his Catholic views (he was an
ardent convert from Lutheranism) and his refusal to adapt to the
NSDAP’s anti-Semitic policies. Attempts by local Nazis to have him
removed failed. In 1937 the Nazi opportunist, Heinz Kindermann,
was appointed to a chair at Münster, ignoring the customary rigor-
ous Berufungsverfahren, in an attempt to neutralize Müller’s influence,
especially with his students. That also failed until Müller himself
gave up and accepted early retirement in 1943. Müller’s steadfastly
humane record led to an immediate appointment in 1945 to a chair at
Bonn and, significantly, in 1949 to the award of an honorary Litt.D.
by Cambridge University, the first German scholar to be so honoured
after the Second World War.

Kindermann, on the other hand, is a case history of the dismal
skill with which a careerist, untroubled by conscience, could recon-
struct a new scholarly identity in the post-war period. Enormously
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14 ‘Er nahm uns das bis zum Ende seiner Tage übel—und er hatte recht: Wir
hätten wenigstens knobeln sollen.’ (‘To the end of his days he bore a grudge
against us for this, and he was right: we should at least have drawn lots.’)
Heinrich Böll, Was soll aus dem Jungen bloß werden? Oder: Irgendwas mit
Büchern (Bornheim, 1981), pp. 45 f. Böll also notes that, following the advice
of a keen Blockwart, they obtained a swastika flag for their balcony, ‘wenn
auch eine kleine; man konnte ja an Tagen, an denen flaggen Pflicht war, an
der Größe der Fahnen auch Gesinnung ablesen’ (p. 45, emphasis in text)
(‘albeit a small one; on days when displaying the flag was compulsory, sen-
timents could also be deduced from the size of the flags.’) English versions
from What’s to Become of the Boy? or Something to Do with Books, trans. Leila
Vennewitz (London, 1985), p. 37.



ambitious, he had joined the NSDAP in 1933. His work during the
Third Reich was frequently disfigured by the irrational biological
claptrap of Nazi racial theory. Promptly dismissed by the Allied
authorities in 1945, he soon managed to claw his way back to
respectability, and in 1954 he was appointed to the Chair for Theatre
Studies at Vienna—despite vigorous protests from the student body.
So successfully did he manage to suppress his embarrassing past that
in 1974 he was awarded the Österreichisches Ehrenzeichen für Wissen-
schaft und Kunst erster Klasse and a year later the Großes Bundesver-
dienstkreuz of the Federal Republic of Germany.15

As so often in the Third Reich, individual fates were shaped by
arbitrariness rather than the concerted intentions of the regime. The
authoritarian, deutschnational, arch-conservative Friedrich von der
Leyen, for example, was forced into early retirement from his chair in
Cologne in 1936 after being denounced by a student for alleged criti-
cal comments on the Third Reich. The Goethe scholar, H. A. Korff, on
the other hand, joined no Nazi organization, but simply got on with
his monumental work, Geist der Goethezeit, the first volume of which
he had already published in 1927. The fifth and final volume
appeared in 1957 by which time Korff was an emeritus professor of
Leipzig University.16 Despite the momentous years during which the
work was written, the only post-war amendment that had to be made
was in the second edition of volume 3 (1949): the original date in the
Preface, ‘Leipzig, am Tag der Einnahme von Paris’ (Leipzig, on the
day Paris was taken), was deleted, as was the dedication, ‘Den
Helden unseres Freiheitskampfes’ (To the heroes of our fight for lib-
erty), which was replaced with one to his wife, ‘der Unvergeßlichen’
(the unforgettable). Korff is the prime example of ‘innere Emigration’
in the university context. His career confirms the point that no one
was forced to contribute to the Nazification of the system. There were
always moral choices to be made. If leaving the university life was
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15 For a succinct account of Kindermann’s chequered career, see Mechthild
Kirsch, ‘Heinz Kindermann—ein Wiener Germanist und Theaterwissen-
schaftler’, in Barner and König (eds.), Zeitenwechsel, pp. 47–59.
16 Korff stayed in his Leipzig Chair from 1924 until retirement in 1954. He did
not support the GDR regime and refused to accept the country’s
Nationalpreis. On the other hand, there is no record of any oppositional activ-
ity in either dictatorship.



unthinkable, withdrawal into a purely scholarly world was one
option; resistance was another, but a heroic and foolhardy one as the
brave Munich students of the Weiße Rose demonstrated—to the
shame of their supine professors. For far too many, ruthless career-
ism seemed the obvious course. 

In the latter category come such major figures of post-war Germa-
nistik as Benno von Wiese and Wilhelm Emrich. The latter joined the
NSDAP in 1935, worked in Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry, and after
the war succeeded in suppressing his anti-Semitic record,17 and
establishing himself as a major figure in Berlin’s Free University.
Benno von Wiese, already a professor at Erlangen in 1932, became an
active member of the NSDAP in 1933, worked for the ‘Amt Rosen-
berg’, and rose to even greater prominence and influence in the
Federal Republic. Other Germanists, of course, had no choice. For
example, the Jewish scholar, Max Herrmann, founder of the Theater-
wissenschaftliches Institut at Berlin University, was driven from his
chair in 1933 and died in Theresienstadt. His wife, Helene, a German-
ist in her own right, was murdered in Auschwitz. Walter Benjamin
was driven to suicide. Luckier colleagues were merely dismissed, for
example Walther Brecht, a friend of Hofmannsthal and Kinder-
mann’s Ph.D. supervisor. He lost his post in 1937 because his wife
was non-Aryan. Others, mainly younger colleagues, emigrated to the
United States and England where in many cases they went on to
enrich German studies in their adopted countries. 

The biographical data touched on here are neatly tabulated in the
Lexikon. Clearly, however, even such diligently researched informa-
tion needs careful interpretation. To take an obvious point: member-
ship of the NSDAP in itself does not prove the individual concerned
was a convinced Nazi, as Böll’s memoir indicates. The distinguished
medievalist Eckhard Catholy, for example, claims he joined the SS in
1933 (at the age of nineteen) and the NSDAP in 1937 in order to pro-
tect his physically handicapped brother. On the other hand, Elisabeth
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17 See Renate von Heydebrand’s discussion of Emrich’s ‘militanter Anti-
semitismus’ in her revealing essay, ‘Zur Analyse von Wertsprachen in der
Zeitschrift Euphorion/Dichtung und Volkstum vor und nach 1945: Am Beispiel
von Hans Pyritz und Wilhelm Emrich’, in Barner and König (eds.), Zeiten-
wechsel, pp. 205–30, at p. 220. The fact, listed in the Lexikon, that Emrich was
a ‘Blockleiter’ in 1934 and from 1941 a ‘Zellenleiter’ points to more than
merely nominal commitment to the regime.



Frenzel who, with her husband Herbert, produced the enormously
successful handbook, Daten deutscher Dichtung,18 after the war, was
never a member of the Party. Yet she worked hard for the Nazi cause,
above all in the ‘Amt Rosenberg’, and produced a stream of crudely
anti-Semitic publications—despite studying in Max Herrmann’s
Institute from 1933 to 1940. In 1997 Frenzel was awarded the Bundes-
verdienstkreuz.19

Though NSDAP membership taken in isolation says little about
an individual, it is depressing to trace in the Lexikon the numbers of
excellent scholars who felt able to continue their work in a deeply
corrupt context without too much interference from their conscience
or, it would seem, too much awareness of what was happening out-
side their studies. If ‘moralische Schizophrenie’ does not apply to the
disreputable propaganda work produced by the Obenauers,
Kindermanns, and Frenzels, it is a worrying phenomenon exhibited
by many others, particularly in areas such as philology and textual
editing which did not require even lip-service to Nazi ideology.
Indeed, Hans Reiss claims that ‘genuine Nazi writings accounted for
no more than 10 per cent to 15 per cent of the output in the subject’.20

To withdraw into the ivory tower also serves to maintain and legit-
imize the status quo. Perhaps the more worrying questions are, first-
ly, how even those who fell for the vapid irrationalism of Nazi ideol-
ogy could still at times produce scholarly work of an impressive stan-
dard, and secondly, how such individuals were able to discard an
evil ideology so smoothly after the war in order to pursue careers of
considerable distinction, as if the Nazi regime had never occurred. 

Christoph König’s Lexikon presents us with a unique and invalu-
able tool to approach these conundrums. The wider picture, howev-
er, can only be understood by detailed and well-focused case studies.
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18 H. A. and E. Frenzel, Daten deutscher Dichtung: Chronologischer Abriß der
deutschen Literaturgeschichte von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart (Cologne,
1953). The two-volume dtv paperback version (Munich, 1962) has long been
an international bestseller with over thirty reprints. 
19 For a devastating assessment of Elisabeth Frenzel’s record, see Florian
Radvan, ‘ “… Mit der Verjudung des Deutschen Theaters ist es nicht so
schlimm!”: Ein kritischer Rückblick auf die Karriere der Literaturwis-
senschaftlerin Elisabeth Frenzel’, German Life and Letters, 54/1 (2001), 25–44. 
20 Reiss, ‘Geisteswissenschaften in the Third Reich’, p. 98.



Over the last fifteen years these have begun to appear in increasing
numbers, and the volume of sixteen essays edited by Holger Dainat
and Lutz Danneberg is an excellent example. In his Foreword, Dainat
discusses the concept of memory developed by Jan and Aleida
Assmann. Generational change, they argue, causes a shift from ‘com-
municative memory’, conveyed by contemporary witnesses directly
to the next generation, to ‘cultural memory’ where historical objec-
tivity grows at the cost of immediacy. Dainat’s starting point is that
in the case of Germanistik and its role in the Third Reich, there was
precious little communication of memory at all from those personal-
ly involved. Instead, an all-pervasive silence characterized the disci-
pline until the generational revolt of the late 1960s. The persistent dif-
ficulty for those wishing to reflect on their own praxis and its history
is to see beyond the personalization of scandal and the distortions
this can produce—of which the media controversy surrounding the
Lexikon is a good example—to the structures within which individu-
als operate. Despite widened perspectives over the last decade,
research still operates within a framework determined by the belief
that Germanistik, as the ‘Nationalwissenschaft’, was peculiarly sus-
ceptible to Nazi ideology. This conventional view requires modifica-
tion, and the essays in Literaturwissenschaft und Nationalsozialismus are
contributions to this process.

The volume is shaped around six themes: the academic and polit-
ical context in which university teachers in general had to function;
institutional history and policy within Germanistik; the mediation of
German literature in schools and among the educated public; the
effect of new methodologies; comparisons with Auslandsgermanistik;
and, finally, the transition from Third Reich to post-war German
studies in both German states.

In his wide-ranging essay on the fate of the Geisteswissenschaften,
Michael Grüttner traces the Nazis’ attempt to control these disci-
plines. Although a fifth of all staff were dismissed and some two
thirds of the rest joined the NSDAP—as Christoph König discovered,
a much higher figure than was once thought—Grüttner’s careful
analysis shows how, in fact, only a minority fully embraced the racial
doctrines of the regime and none were forced to do so. Due in part to
the hostile rivalries between the various State and Party institutions
involved in cultural policy, academics, and especially established
professors, had more freedom of manœuvre than official pronounce-
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ments might lead one to suspect. Nevertheless, the fact is that even
covert opposition to the regime was practically non-existent. Con-
formity and inertia were the dominant characteristics, the fate of
Jewish and other persecuted colleagues a matter of indifference.

One of the most fascinating contributions to this invaluable com-
pendium is Holger Dainat’s own examination of Berufungspolitik
between 1933 and 1945, in which he shows how and why the Nazis
failed to get a firm grip on the German departments. In over a third of
universities there were no professorial changes at all, and in the cru-
cial period 1933 to 1936, only eight chairs fell vacant. Such stability
gave the Nazis little opportunity for manipulation, even if they could
have agreed a clear policy among themselves. From 1936 university
academics largely regained control of their internal affairs. Such an
apparent return of autonomy, however, was only conceivable because
of the quiescent stance of the universities themselves. Dainat shows
how appointments made between 1938 and 1944 determined the
direction of post-war Germanistik in the Federal Republic far into the
1950s. The depoliticization of West German universities that was
apparent after 1945 actually proceeded on foundations already estab-
lished in the Third Reich, and this despite the fact that practically all
the leading professors were members of the NSDAP. 

Wolfgang Höppner (on the history of the Berlin German depart-
ment between 1933 and 1945) and Andreas Pilger (on the confrontation
between Günther Müller and Heinz Kindermann in Münster) offer
excellent micro-analyses to add sharp detail to Dainat’s broad canvas.
Kindermann’s appointment, as has already been noted, was a prime
example of scholarly standards subjugated to ideological concerns. His
failure to counter Müller’s influence was not only due to his lack of
charisma, but it also illustrated the difficulty the Nazis could encounter
when they attempted to remove an established professor of Müller’s
distinction. The machinations in Berlin reveal even more vividly the
prejudice and vicious small-mindedness that can engulf intelligent
men once they have lost their moral footing. The fate of Max
Herrmann, who had bravely protested against the Bücherverbrennung,
has already been mentioned, but gifted young Jewish colleagues like
Richard Samuel were also sacked.21 The ferociously anti-Semitic Franz
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Koch, appointed to a chair in 1935, was in permanent conflict as joint
Head of Department with Julius Petersen, who, until he was person-
ally threatened, managed for a while to protect younger Jewish col-
leagues working on major projects under his direction. Despite such
internal conflicts, Höppner nevertheless demonstrates that it was pos-
sible, if only at the edges, to temper the Gleichschaltung of Germanistik
in Berlin. The Berlin case also shows that the Nazis did not, in fact,
succeed in their aim of totally restructuring the universities nor in
abolishing the traditional powers of the Ordinarien.

The contributions by Burkhard Stenzel, Bettina Goldberg, and
Bettina Hey’l examine the phenomenon of the Mitläufer. Stenzel’s
perceptive essay throws light on the delicate, at times dubious, tac-
tics undertaken by the editors of the Goethe-Jahrbuch to steer their
prestigious journal through the menacing thickets of the Third Reich.
Goldberg concentrates on a case study of three Berlin secondary
schools to demonstrate that the dominant type of teacher was not the
ardent Nazi, but the conformist, albeit one of a deeply national-con-
servative temperament. The latter outlook, rather than any fervent
commitment to National Socialism, argues Bettina Hey’l, was shared
by one of the leading authors of the Third Reich, Hans Friedrich
Blunck. The first President of the Reichsschriftumskammer, Blunck cuts
a sorry figure: a cynical opportunist characterized by naïve stupidity.

Four essays are concerned with methodological questions. Ralf
Klausnitzer examines lucidly the attempt in the Third Reich to appro-
priate (and distort) the ideals and theories of German Romanticism,
while Petra Boden discusses the complex reasons why sociological
approaches to literature and history found no purchase in the study
of literature. Rainer Rosenberg and Klaus Weimar both trace the fun-
damental change from an approach dominated by the history of
ideas to the radically more inward methodology of Werkimmanenz.
Rosenberg contrasts the monumental, Von deutscher Art in Sprache
und Dichtung, edited by Gerhard Fricke, Franz Koch, and Klemens
Lugowski in five volumes (1941)—the discipline’s main contribution
to the so-called ‘Kriegseinsatz der Geisteswissenschaften’, initiated
by the Reichsministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbil-
dung—with Heinz Otto Burger’s edited volume, Gedicht und Gedanke:
Auslegungen deutscher Gedichte (1942). He argues that what was truly
scandalous about the former project was how the majority of leading
Germanists supinely delivered essays that together appeared to con-
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struct a history of German literature that developed teleologically to
a climax in Nazi racial ideology. The contributors to Burger’s enter-
prise, on the other hand, concentrated on close analytical interpreta-
tion—the first sign of a turning away from ideology. Despite the dif-
ferent methodologies employed, however, the two publications
reveal the same restricted canon and the same reverential tone that
militates against proper critical scrutiny.

Three essays offer comparative studies from the viewpoint of
Switzerland and France. Klaus Weimar draws a differentiated pic-
ture of the two Swiss Germanists, Emil Ermatinger and Emil Staiger.
He contrasts Staiger’s intellectual fastidiousness, which soon caused
him to abandon his initial flirtation with the Swiss fascist National
Front and to reject any connection between literature and politics,
with Ermatinger’s more ambivalent stance. The contributions on
French Germanistik by Gilbert Merlio and Elisabeth Décultot reveal
the tension amongst French scholars after 1933 between the objective
demands of their discipline and the emotional tug of patriotism. The
latter points to the singular contrast with the situation in the Third
Reich, that is, the continued presence in French universities of both
conservative and left-wing Germanists which led to very different
responses to the Nazi revolution across the border. Merlio gives a
succinct account of how, after 1940 and the Gleichschaltung of French
universities, attitudes of French Germanists swung between opposi-
tion, sullen conformity, and collaboration. The best joined the Resist-
ance; the second-rate tended to collaborate. 

The final two essays cover the transition from the Third Reich to
post-war Germany. Johannes Volmert analyses two speeches addres-
sed to students by the distinguished philologist, Jost Trier, dating
from 1938 and 1947. Although he joined the NSDAP in 1933, Trier
had no record of active Nazi sympathies. Though the earlier speech
is in part ambiguous enough to be interpreted as both conformist and
oppositional, underlying the two texts is a deeply conservative and
idealistic vision of the university as an élite institution that must be
kept uncontaminated by political manipulation. It was precisely this
continuity of belief that enabled Trier to be one of the few Germanists
to emerge from the Third Reich with his reputation intact. Indeed, he
became one of the most influential philologists in the Federal
Republic and co-founder of the Mannheim Institut für Deutsche
Sprache.
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Gunter Schundera’s comparison of the two dictatorships of the
Third Reich and the GDR produces interesting results. Schandera
makes a good case for the assertion that the Nazi attempt to instru-
mentalize scholarship failed and therefore no such thing as ‘Nazi
Germanistik’ existed. The comparison with the GDR is instructive.
Here the system was more tightly controlled and thus more unified.
All professorial appointments were influenced by the cultural policy
of the SED. Nevertheless, despite the greater political interference
and the ubiquitous activities of the Stasi, GDR Germanistik, too,
retained a strong measure of scholarly independence, though one, of
course, that eschewed the methodological pluralism of the West.

Finally, the volume is enhanced by two excellent bibliographies
on ‘Literaturwissenschaftliche Selbstthematisierungen 1915–1950’
and ‘Geschichte der Kultur- und Sozialwissenschaften in der NS-
Zeit’. Anyone who wishes to understand how Germanistik functioned
within its institutional framework during the Third Reich could do
no better than to start with this thought-provoking book. 

The overall picture painted by Literaturwissenschaft und National-
sozialismus is a dispiriting one. In the face of the most obvious chal-
lenge to the humane pursuit of teaching and research, opportunism
and lack of moral courage led to the betrayal of the very principles of
a university. In the face of discrimination and radically escalating
violence towards Jewish colleagues and students, and other margin-
alized minorities, the majority of university teachers either threw in
their lot with the new dispensation with little thought for the conse-
quences, or kept their heads below the parapet and got on with their
careers. Either way, Frisch’s metaphor of ‘moralische Schizophrenie’
can be applied to them. The frightening ease with which the values
of the Enlightenment could be traduced and abandoned by individ-
uals of high intellectual achievement constitutes a warning that
future generations would be well advised to heed. 
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